THE PROJECT:
Roland Plastics are a Suffolk based manufacturing firm specialising in the supply of bespoke plastic injected mouldings and assemblies in a wide range of thermoplastic materials. They have recently been awarded grant funding from the Business Energy Efficiency (BEE) Anglia project to upgrade their lighting to LED in the workshop areas.

Following an independent energy audit, Roland Plastics successfully applied for a grant of £3,500. The energy savings gained by implementing this project will amount to 13.4 CO2e per year, plus cost savings of £2,000. This will support future growth within their business, while working to protect our environment.

“AT ROLAND PLASTICS WE ARE INTRODUCING ONGOING IMPROVEMENTS TO BECOME GREENER AND MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY. THANKS TO THE EFFORTS AND SUPPORT BY THE BEE ANGLIA PROJECT, LED BY CILR HICKS, WE ARE ABLE TO MEET BOTH CRITERIA. THEIR HELP IS MUCH APPRECIATED AND WE WOULD RECOMMEND WORKING WITH BEE ANGLIA ON ANY POTENTIAL PROJECT”

Ursula Austin,
Sales and Marketing Director,
Roland Plastics Ltd.